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softmax W [ (Ẑ x̂)] + b
SGD Optimizer (W, b)

Figure 1. Diagram of McKernel. We visually describe softmax(W x̃ + b) where x̃ = mckernel(x ). The original image is padded in form of long vector to the
nearest power of 2, mapping Ẑ is applied in-place. Calibration C defines the choice of Kernel. The tensor is expanded by the number of Kernel Expansions E
building a network with high compositionality. Finally, use real feature map , Equation 9. SGD Optimizer finds appropriate weights W and bias b. Compute
Ẑ on-the-fly keeping same seed both for training and testing.
McKernel introduces a framework to use kernel approximates in the minibatch setting with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as an alternative to
Deep Learning. Based on Random Kitchen Sinks [Rahimi and Recht 2007],
we provide a C++ library for Large-scale Machine Learning1 . It contains
a CPU optimized implementation of the algorithm in [Le et al. 2013], that
allows the computation of approximated kernel expansions in log-linear
time. The algorithm requires to compute the product of matrices Walsh
Hadamard. A cache friendly Fast Walsh Hadamard that achieves compelling
speed and outperforms current state-of-the-art methods has been developed.
McKernel establishes the foundation of a new architecture of learning that
allows to obtain large-scale non-linear classi�cation combining lightning
kernel expansions and a linear classi�er. It travails in the mini-batch setting working analogously to Neural Networks. We show the validity of our
method through extensive experiments on MNIST and FASHION MNIST
[Xiao et al. 2017].
CCS Concepts: • Neural Networks; • Kernel Methods;
1 McKernel

is available at https://www.github.com/curto2/mckernel

{curto,zarza,vangool}@vision.ee.ethz.ch,fengyang@google.com,
{smola,ftorre}@cs.cmu.edu,cwngo@cs.cityu.edu.hk
decurto.tw dezarza.tw.
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arxiv.org/pdf/1702.08159

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Kernel Methods, Deep Learning, Hadamard.

1

Introduction

Kernel methods o�er state-of-the-art estimation performance. They
provide function classes that are �exible and easy to control in terms
of regularization. However, the use of kernels in large-scale machine
learning has been beset with di�culty. This is because using kernel
expansions in large datasets is too expensive in terms of computation and storage. In order to solve this problem, [Le et al. 2013]
proposed an approximation algorithm based on Random Kitchen
Sinks by [Rahimi and Recht 2007], that speeds up the computation
of a large range of kernel functions, allowing us to use them in
big data. [Rudi and Rosasco 2017] describes the generalization of
Random Features and potential e�ectiveness. Recent works on the
topic build on it to propose state-of-the-art embeddings [Hong et al.
2017; Kawaguchi et al. 2018; Moczulski et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2015].
In this work, we go beyond former attempts [Al-Shedivat et al.
2017; Cho and Saul 2009; Wilson et al. 2016] and propose a general
framework in lieu of Deep Learning. Our goal is to integrate current

De Curtó i Díaz.

github.com/curto2/mckernel/

Our goal was to build a clear, concise
and very well written code. Inspired by
the principles of MapReduce: 50 lines of
code and reusability at its core.
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The big picture:
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vector form

x

First use of McKernel: as a lighting-fast open-source Hadamard.

C

C

H

Ẑ1 x̂

G

H

⇧

G
Ẑ2 x̂

x
x̂ = [x]2

⇧

H

H

x̂ = [x]2

B

...

B

in-place

Ẑ x̂
in-place

Ẑ x̂

E
Works for
any given input size!

sin(Ẑ x̂)

cos(Ẑ x̂)

Useful in any application where FOURIER Transform is applicable, such as compression (MPEG-4 AVC),
encryption or quantum computing (Grover, Shor).

...

Ẑ2 x̂

If you want to use FWH, add #include "hpp/McKernel.hpp" in your test file.
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cos(Ẑ x̂)

cos(Ẑ x̂)
Kernel methods at the speed of light:
Second use: approximate kernel expansions
in log-linear time.
aforementioned works are effective in terms of motion and

⇣

⌘

force tracking performance, the robustness of their methods
to real-time disturbances is either not mentioned or limited to
small disturbances, such as in the surface location or in the
environment stiffness [8, 13, 14, 15]. Large disturbances such
as those introduced by human interactions are not addressed.
For example, let us consider a scenario where a human
operator supervises a polishing task performed by a robot on a
surface as illustrated in Figure 2. At any moment, the human
might stop the robot or pull it away from the surface (e.g.,
breaking the contact) to monitor the current execution of the
task. In such situations, it is crucial for the robot to “react”
and not only damp the disturbances using the impedance
control (which is only effective for small disturbances). To
properly react, the robot is required to re-plan the execution
of the contact task from the disturbed state. This reactivity
needs to be continuous and smooth as the human behavior
can be highly dynamic. Representing tasks with time-indexed
references for position and force profiles is the main drawback
in current approaches in achieving fast reactivity toward large
disturbances; see [14, 15] as examples where a time-dependent
representation of the task (based on Dynamic Movement
Primitive) is used. In contrast, in a state-dependent and
time-invariant task representation, human disturbances can be
captured by changes in the robot’s state which is used in the
re-planning of the task.

oftmax W [ (Ẑ x̂)] + b

Useful in large-scale setting to turn any linear classifier into non-linear.

Fig.
2: from
A robot
arm comes
in contactand
with
a surface to perform
Image
Amanhoud,
Khoramshahi,
Billard.
aA (circular)
polishing
task
(top-left).
Our
strategy
allows
Dynamical System Approach to Motion and Force
Generation
in a
human
safely
interact with the robot while it is moving
Contact to
Tasks.
RSS 2019.
on the surface (top-right), break the contact at any moment
(bottom-left), and move the surface (bottom-right) without
compromising the stability of the system.

SGD Optimizer (W, b)

We present our approach in section II. We evaluate it in section
III on two different real-world scenarios: a polishing task on a
non-flat surface and a reaching, grasping and manipulation task.
We conclude with a discussion about the method and results
obtained and future work in section IV.

Applications: wherever SVM is still useful over DL methods. For instance, in robotics and ML for healthcare
when the number of samples to train on is relatively bounded.

www.decurto.tw

In this work we design a control strategy to perform
contact tasks with robustness to large real-time disturbances.
As illustrated in Figure 1 and 2, the controller reacts not
only to human interactions (e.g., stopping the robot, breaking
the contact, and moving the robot arbitrarily), but also to
unexpected changes in the environment (e.g., the position and

II. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
An autonomous dynamical system usually takes as input a
state variable (e.g., real position x) and returns the rate of
change of that variable (e.g., desired velocity ẋd = f (x)). It
can be seen as a velocity vector field describing the desired
behavior for any given position in space. De Curtó i Díaz.
As illustrated in Figure 3, we assume the existence of a

1

2

Z x̂

E

cos(Ẑ x̂)

A whole new perspective:
Third use: as a stepping stone to integrate DL methods and kernel expansions.

⇣

softmax W [ (Ẑ x̂)] + b

⌘

SGD Optimizer (W, b)
Useful to foster new DL architectures with better human-induced/mathematical priors.
Applications:

Doctor of Crosswise: Reducing Over-parametrization in Neural Networks
J. D. Curtó ⇤,1,2,3,4 , I. C. Zarza ⇤,1,2,3,4 , K. Kitani2 , I. King1 , and M. R. Lyu1 .
1 The

Chinese University of Hong Kong. 2 Carnegie Mellon.
Technische Hochschule Zürich. 4 City University of Hong Kong.
⇤ Both authors contributed equally.
3 Eidgenössische

www.decurto.tw

{W, x}c&z
{·, ·}c&z

github.com/curto2/dr_of_crosswise
arxiv.org/pdf/1905.10324
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Fourth use: as a DL research framework. It offers multiple open questions:

7

We’d love to see:
• End-to-end training.
• Self-supervised Learning.
• Meta-learning.
• Integration with Evolution Strategies.
• NAS reducing substantially the search space.
…
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Session of Meta-coding (a super-simple hands-on introduction):

You’ll like these features:
• No dependencies.
• Everything in C++.
• Runs on CPU using SIMD.
• MIT License.

$ git clone https://github.com/curto2/mckernel
$ cd mckernel
$ mkdir data && cd data
$ mkdir fashion_mnist && cd fashion_mnist
$ wget http://fashion-mnist.s3-website.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/train-images-idx3-ubyte.gz
$ wget http://fashion-mnist.s3-website.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/train-labels-idx1-ubyte.gz
$ wget http://fashion-mnist.s3-website.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/t10k-images-idx3-ubyte.gz
$ wget http://fashion-mnist.s3-website.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/t10k-labels-idx1-ubyte.gz
$ gunzip *.gz
$ cd ../../lg/examples/fashion_mnist
$ make
$ ./FASHION_MNIST_Classification

www.decurto.tw
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mckernel/lg/examples/fashion_mnist/FASHION_MNIST_Classification.cpp

Hyper-parameter tuning:
• # of kernel expansions.
• Parameters of RBF MATÉRN (t and sigma).
• # epochs.
• Learning rate.
…

$ gedit FASHION_MNIST_Classification.cpp

Always ensure same seed
for training and testing!

www.decurto.tw
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mckernel/lg/examples/fashion_mnist/FASHION_MNIST_Classification.cpp

It provides a fully-fledged DL framework:
• Access to standard layers (BatchNorm, ReLU,…).
• SGD Optimization in mini-batches.
• Easy integration with kernel expansions (RBF Kernel, RBF MATÉRN).
...

$ gedit FASHION_MNIST_Classification.cpp

www.decurto.tw
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Thank you!

Courtesy of https://amturing.acm.org/

”Greatness is a matter of style” R. W. Hamming.
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Q&A (30 April 2020).
1) I was asked to provide some references to grasp the fundamentals of the construction, I highlighted these three
works:
• The building block is Rahimi and Recht. NIPS 2007.
• The theoretical framework is provided in Le et al. ICML 2013. It describes in detail use 2.
• A follow-up work that gives a flavor of use 3 is Moczulski et al. ICLR 2016. Here they are using the FOURIER Transform
instead of the Hadamard.
I also called attention to some first order methods like the Neural Tangent Kernel (NIPS 2018).
2) I was also asked about the # of users and acceptance of the library. I explained that we were growing in popularity and
that we wanted McKernel to be the same that Theano or Caffe were in the early days of deep learning but for these new
wave of learning representations. As well as a new way to come up with new architectures of neural networks that
integrate properties of kernel methods.
3) I also noted the key takeaway from the talk: imagine the first law of Newton, and then think that we live in a world
where we have an extremely good way to approximate gravity, but we don’t know the real equation that describes the
relationship between the variables. Then making progress in science would be severely difficult (up to a point), as we
would never fully grasp the equation that lies behind the approximation. Imagine that the same is happening in DL and
that using equation from slide 7, properties of neural networks can be derived by interpreting them as kernel methods.
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